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SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION 
I The Nimbus-7 mission is currcntly tlic single most significant source of experimental data from Earth 
orbit rclating to atmospheric and Oceanic proccsscs. It includes eight experiments that are providing a 
wealth of long-term global data on the state of the lower, middle, and upper atmosphere (including ozone), 
snow and ice, the interaction between the Oceans and Lhe atmosphere, and marine resources. Nimbus-7 
data products are providing a long-term view of the variations in the climate of the Earth. 
The Nimbus-7 satellite has a vantage point that is 955 kilometers (km) above the Earth. Its 104-minute 
orbit is circular and synchronous with the Sun, as the satellite travels near the North and South Poles. A 
given point on the Earth is viewed twice in every 24-hour period, once in sunlight and once in darkness. 
This orbit allows the Nimbus-7 cxpcriments to measure the surface or atmospheric events on a global scale, 
revealing features not observable from the surface of Lhc Earth. 
Data products are available in the form of magnetic tape and/or microfilm. Most of the magnetic tape 
products are contained on 9-track lGO0 bpi tapcs. Some condensed data sets are available at a density of 
6250 bpi. These data sets arc dcscribed in thc appropriate sections. Descriptions of individual data 
products are prcsentcd in the following sections. Instructions for obtaining these products along with 
relevant documentation are presented in Section 10. A brief summary of the scientific experiments on 
Nimbus-7 is presented in Table 1.1. Tablc 1.2 lists the Nimbus-7 management personnel and members of 
the various instrument teams. 
Aftcr an unprecedented 9 years in orbit, three of the experiments are still functioning successfully, and 
several more years of operation are anticipated. 
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Tablc 1.1 
Sensor 
Summary of Nimbus-7 Expcriments 
Channel Wavelengths Saentific Parameters 
I 
I 
Applications 
 
Film and Tape Output Pmduds 
I 
0.44, 0.52, 0.56, 0.67, 0.75. 
11.5 p m  
Temperature 
Spectral Radiances 
Chlorophyll 
Sediment 
Geodynamics of coastal regions 
Chemical and thermal pollution 
Fishery resources 
Deep ocean monitoring 
Oil spill monitoring 
stud- 
2-minute images czcs 
ERE 
LlMS 
SAMs 
SAM II 
SBUV/ 
TOMS 
SMMR 
THlR 
Earth fluxes 
Solar fluxes 
Zonal insolation 
Climatology 
Oceardatmosphere dynamics 
Weather modeling 
Terrestrial reflectance studies 
Daily, monthly, and seasonal 
Monthly and seasonal contour 
Zonal statistics 
Wdd grids 
maps 
10 solar viewing channels 
mvering 0.2 - 50 p m 
12 Earth viewing channels 
covering 0.2 - 50 p m 
6.25, 6.75, 9.65, 11.35. 15.25, 
1 broad channel 13.2 - 17.2 u n 
Gas mncentratmns and 
temperature profiles 
in the stratosphere 
Atmospheric pollution monitoring 
Photochemical studies 
Atmosphere gas dynamics 
Climatology 
Daily atmosphere profile 
Daily, monthly, and seasonal 
mntour maps and a t m -  
pheric a=-sections 
Gas mncentratbns and 
temperature profiles 
in the stratosphere 
and rnemwhere 
9 channels defined by gas cell 
du la t i on  4.1 - 15.0 p m 
and25-100 p m  
Atmspherlc pollution monitoring 
Photochemical studies 
Atmosphere gas dynamics 
Climatology 
Wind dynamics 
Daily atmosphere profile 
Daily, monthly. and seasonal 
mntour maps and atmos- 
pheric cross-sections 
Atmospheric sources and sinks 
Earth radiation budget studies 
Aerosol injection dynamics 
Daily ae rm l  profiles 
Daily and seasonal mntour maps 
Aerosol extinction and 
extinction profiles. 
and stratospheric 
optical depth 
12 fixed wavelengIhsfrom 0.255 - 
0.380 p mandcontinuous 
scan from 0.160 - 0.400 p m 
03 Pmf lh  
Total atmospheric Q 
Solar irradianms 
Terrestrial radiances 
3 3  dynamicdmodellng 
Climatobgy and meteorology 
33 sobr relationships 
Dally profiles of Q 
Daily. monthly, and seasonal 
mntarr maps 
Solar spectra 
Zonal 0 3 statistics 
6.6, 10.7, 18.0, 21.0, 37.0 GHz 
Vertical and horizontal channel 
(frequency) 
Sea-ice parameters 
>man surface condaior 
Snow parameters 
Umospheric water 
amount 
3cean dynamics 
ce dynamics 
kaan/atmosphere Interactions 
2ryospheric dynamics 
:limatology and weather modeling 
Orbital observations 
Eidaily and monthtf color 
mntarr maps 
~ 
Daily montages of temperature 3urface temperature 
:loud top tenperature 
l oud  amount 
Effects of cloudiness on other 
Nimbus7 Instruments data 
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Table 1.2 
Participants in the Nimbus-7 Project 
, 
I 
I 
PROJECT MANAGERS: 
Ronald Browning: 1977 - 1979 
Charlcs MacKenzie: 1979 - 1983 
Albert J. Fleig: 1983 - 1985 
Edward J. Hurley: 1985 - 1988 
Arnold G. Oakes 1988 - Present 
PROJECT SCIENTISTS: 
William Bandcen: 1974 - 1979 
Morris Tcppcr: 1979 
Albcrt J. Fleig: 1979 - Prcscnt 
CZCS NET MEMBERS: 
Dr. Warren Hovis, Chairman, NOAA/NESDIS 
Dr. Frank Anderson, National Rcscarch Inslitulc for Oceanology, South Africa 
Dr. John Appel, Johns Hopkins Univcrsily 
Dr. Roswcll Austin, Scripps Institute of Occanography 
Dr. Edward Baker, NOAWMEL 
Dr. Dcnnis Clark. NOAA/NESDIS 
Dr. Sayed Z. El-Sayed, Texas A&M 
Dr. Howard Gordon, University of Miami 
Dr. Jamcs Mucllcr, Naval Postgraduatc School 
Dr. Boris Sturm, Europc JCRDSSPRA 
Dr. Robcrt Wrigley, NASA/Ames Rescarch Ccnlcr 
Dr. Charlcs Yentsch, Bigelow Laboratories 
ERB NET MEMBERS: 
Dr. H. Lee Kyle, Chairman, NASNGSFC 
Dr. Hcrbert Jacobowitz, Former Chairman, NOAA/NESDIS 
Dr. Albert Arking, NASNGSFC 
Dr. Garrett Campbell, Colorado Statc University 
Dr. Kenneth Coulson, University of California at Davis 
Mr. John Hickey, Eppley Laboratory, Inc. 
Dr. Fredcnck House, Drexcl University 
Dr. Andrew Ingcrsoll, California Institute of Technology 
Mr. Robert Maschhoff, Gulton Industries, Inc. 
Dr. G. Louis Smith, NASA/Langley Rescarch Ccntcr 
Dr. Lany Stowe, NOAA/NESDIS 
Dr. Thomas Vondcr Haar, Colorado Statc University 
LIMS NET MEMBERS: 
Dr. John C. Gille, Co-Chairman, National Ccritcr for Atmospheric Rescarch 
Dr. James M. Russell 111, Co-Chairman, NASA/Langlcy Research Center 
Mr. Paul L. Bailey, National Centcr for Atmospheric Research 
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Table 1.2 
Participants in the Nimbus-7 Project (continued) 
Dr. Michacl Bangham, National Physical Laboratory, Tcddington, United Kingdom 
Profcssor S .  Roland Drayson, Dcparlmcnt of Atmosphcric and Oceanic Sciences, University of Michigan 
Dr. Wayne Evans, Atmospheric Environment Service, Downsview, Ontario 
Dr. Herbert Fischer, Meteorologisches Institut dcr Universilat, Wcst Germany 
Dr. Andre Guard, National Office of Acrospacc Rcscarch and Studies, Chatillon, France 
Mr. Larry L. Gordley, STX Corporation 
Dr. John E. Harries, Scicnce Research Council, Rutticrford and Applcton Laboratory, United Kingdom 
Professor Frederick B. House, Deparllnent of Physics and Atmospheric Science, Drexel University 
Professor Conway B. Leovy, Deparmcnt of Atmosphcric Science and Geophysics, University of 
Washington 
Dr. Walter G. Planet, Physics Branch, Satellitc Experimcnt Laboratory, NOAAmSDIS 
Dr. Ellis E. Remsberg. Theoretical Studies Branch, NASALanglcy Research Center 
SAMs NET MEMBERS: 
Dr. F. W. Taylor, Principal Investigator (1979 - Prescnt), Univcrsity of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom 
Professor J.T. Houghton, Principal Investigator (1976 - 1979), University of Oxford 
Dr. C. D. Rodgers, NET Chairman, Univcrsity of Oxford 
Dr. J. J. Bamett, University of Oxford 
Mrs. Marie Corney, University of Oxford 
Mr. R. L. Jones, University of Oxford 
Dr. G. D. Peskett, University of Oxford 
Mr. J. G. Whitney, Univcrsity of Oxford 
Dr. E. J. Williamson, University of Oxford 
SAM I1 NET MEMBERS: 
Dr. M. Patrick McCormick, Chairman, NASA/Langley Research Center 
Dr. Gerald W. Grams, School of Gcoptrysical Science, Gcorgia Institute of Technology 
Dr. Benjamin M. Herman, Institute of Atmospheric Physics, University of Arizona 
Dr. Theodore J. Pepin, Department of Physics and Astronomy, Univcrsity of Wyoming 
Dr. Phillip B. Russell. NASNAmes Research Ccnter 
SBUVflOMS NET MEMBERS: 
Dr. Donald F. Heath, Chairman, NASNGSFC 
Dr. Arthur Belmont, Control Data Corporation 
*Dr. P. K. Bhartia, STX Corporation 
Dr. Derek M. Cunnold, Georgia Institute of Tcchnology 
*Dr. Albert J. Fleig, NASNGSFC 
Dr. Alex E. S. Green, University of Florida 
Dr. William L. Imhof, Lockheed Space Scicnce Laboratory 
*Dr. V. G. Kaveeshwar, STX Corporation 
*Dr. Kenneth F. Klenk, STX Corporation 
Dr. Arlin J. Krueger, NASNGSFC 
Dr. Carlton L. Mateer, Atmospheric Environment Servicc, Canada (now retired) 
*Dr. Richard D. McPeters, NASNGSFC 
Dr. Alvin J. Miller, NOAA/National Mctcorological Ccnlcr 
*Dr. Hongwoo Park, NASNGSFC 
*Associate Mcmber 
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Table 1.2 
Participants in the Nimbus-7 Project (continued) 
S M M R  NETMEMBERS: 
Dr. Per Gloersen, Chairman, NASA/GSFC 
Dr. John Alishouse, NOAA/NESDIS 
Mr. Frank Barath, Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
Dr. William Campbell, USGS/Ice Dynamics Project 
Dr. Donald J. Cavalicri, NASNGSFC 
Dr. Alfred T. C. Chang, NASNGSFC 
Dr. Prcben Gudmandsen, Electromagnetics Institute, Technical University of Denmark, Lyngby, Denmark 
Professor Ola M. Johannessen, Department of Oceanography, U.S. Naval Postgraduate School 
Dr. Kristina Katsaros, Department of Atmospheric Sciences, University of Washington 
Dr. Klaus Kunzi, Institute of Applied Physics, University ol Berne, Berne, Switzerland 
Dr. Edward Langham, RADARSAT Project Olfice, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
Dr. Rene 0. Ramseier, Surveillance Satcllite Projcct, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
Mr. Duncan B. Ross, NOAA/Environmcntal Rescarch Laboratories 
Professor David Staelin. Research Laboratory of Electronics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Dr. Thomas T. Wilheit, NASNGSFC 
Mr. E. P. L. Windsor, British Air Corporation, Ltd, Bristol, United Kingdom 
THIR INFORMATION PROCESSING TEAM MEMBERS: 
Dr. Larry Stowe, Chairman, N O A W S D I S  
Dr. P. K. Bhartia, STX Corporation 
Dr. Paul Hwang, NASNGSFC 
Dr. Kenneth F. Klenk, STX Corporation 
Dr. H. Lce Kyle, NASNGSFC 
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SECTION 2 
COASTAL ZONE COLOR SCANNER (CZCS) 
The CZCS is a multispectral line scanner consisting of five channels in the visible wavelength region 
and one thermal channel in the infrared. The visible channels provide data on solar energy and water color 
as affected by the absorption and scattering of radiation due to chlorophyll, sediment, and waste materials. 
The infrared channel provides data on water tempenturc in coastal waters, open oceans, and within ocean 
currents. 
CZCS obscrvations are important for a number of reasons. Since phytoplankton comprise the bottom 
of the food chain in the ocean, a dctermination of the chlorophyll content also provides some measure of 
the total biological activity, data of importance to both marine science and the fisheries industry. Separate 
measurements of the organic and inorganic content of the Occan over time allow an assessment of the 
effects of sedimcnution and pollution (and varying ocean temperatures) on marine life. 
Tlic CZCS scans an area of approximately 1.1 million square kilometers in 2 minutes. Scanning in the 
forward direction is providcd by the satellite’s orbital motion, and successive transverse scan lines are 
timed to praduce contiguous scans. Details of the CZCS instrument and its operation are given in the 
Nimbus-7 Users’ Guide (Hovis, 1978). A brief description of the output data products is provided below. 
Because of power requirements, the CZCS was operated intermittently, with observation periods of 2-10 
minutes, up to a maximum possible daily total of 2 hours per day. Investigators should obtain a catalogue 
of available CZCS obscrvations from the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) at NOAA/NESDIS (see 
Section 10). The CZCS ccased cffective operation during the first week in December 1986. 
2.1 Tape Products 
2.1.1 CRTT (CZCS Radiance and Temperature Tape) 
This tape contains up to three 2-minute scenes of CZCS data from all six channels in the form of raw 
instruinerit counts, radianccs (from the prelaunch calibration algorithms), and a temperature look-up table 
for data from Lhc thcrinal channel (channel 6). The data are geodetically located. Corrections for 
atmospheric effects and insuument degradation are not made on the CRTI’. Therefore, users of the CRTT 
may apply their own calibration algorithms and data processing schemes to extract information such as 
pigment concentration, subsurface radiance, etc. 
2.1.2 CRCST (Calibrated Radiance Chlorophvll Sediment Tape) 
This tape contains calibrated radiances consisting of aerosol radiance from channel 4 and subsurface 
radiances from channels 1, 2, and 3; temperature pigment concentration; diffuse attenuation coefficient; 
and housekeeping data (land/cloud flags, etc.) for a 2-minute scene. 
2.2 Microfilm Products 
Level 1 and 2 imagcry is also available on microfilm. The imagery is arranged chronologically by 
geographic location, with each 35 nim reel containing up to 500 scenes. 
2.2.1 Level I Film 
Each piece of film is a 231 mm x 241 mm negative display of the six channel radiances for a single 
scene (approximately 2 minutes of CZCS data) on the CRTT. The purpose of the film, also available as a 
positive transparency or print, is to give the user an indication of the data reposing on the tape, the quality 
of the data, cloud cover, geographic coverage, and oceanographic phenomenon of interest. It is not, in 
general, intended for use in detailcd analysis. 
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
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2.2.2 Level IT Film 
Each Levcl I1 film product is a sct of two 8 x 10 inch negative displays of four images for each scene 
that show pigmcnt conccntration, aerosol radiance, subsurface radiance (channel l), and diffuse 
attenuation. Thc Levcl I1 Iilni is also available as a positive transparency or print, and, if the user has an 
image processing system, the CRCST may be uscd to generate color coded imagery. Pigment 
concentration and diffuse attenuation codficient are displayed on one 8 x 10 inch film, and the aerosol 
radiance and subsurface radiance arc displayed on a second 8 x 10 inch film. 
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SECTION 3 
1 
I 
I 
EARTH RADIATION BUDGET (ERB) 
Thc Earth Radiation Budget (ERB) instrument aboard Nimbus-7 is an experiment for providing 
measurements of radiation entering and exiting the Earth-atmosphere system. The objectives of ERB are 
1) to o b d n  accurate measurements of solar irradiance, monitor its variation in time, and observe the 
temporal variation of the solar spectrum; and 2) to determine the Earth radiation budget from simultaneous 
measurcments of the incoming solar radiation and thc outgoing Earth-reflected and Earth-emitted radiation. 
Thc ERB experiment is a 22-sensor radiometer designed to provide long-term accurate records of this 
absorption and emission process on a global scale. There arc three instrument groups: a 10-channel solar 
telescope; a four-channcl, fixed wide-field-of-view (WFOV) Earth-viewing array; and an eight-channel, 
Earth-viewing, narrow-ficld-of-vicw (NFOV) scanning radiometer. The solar telescope measures both the 
total solar irradiance and several broad spectral bands. Of particular note is the highly accurate, self- 
calibrating channel lOc, which measurcs the total solar irradiance. The Earth-viewing channels are wide 
spccwd band sciisors that tncasurc the total reflccted solar irradiance and the total emitted outgoing 
longwave radiation. Thc albcdo, average outgoing radiation and the net radiation are calculated from these 
quantities. The NFOV scanner instrument scans biaxially and thus can observe the same region from 
several diflcrent angles within a few minutes. The NFOV data are used both to determine the Earth 
radiation budgct parametcrs and to establish top-of-the-atmosphere bidirectional reflectance patterns for 
various types of scenes. 
Beginning on Novcmbcr 16, 1978, the ERB instrument operated on a 3-days ON, l-day OFF cycle, 
wilh a fcw minor inkrruptions of this schedule until September 1983. Since then, the ERB has operated 
full-time with the following cxceptions: 3-days ON, 1-day OFF cycle for 7 months spanning the summer of 
1984; only solar data laken for April 10 - June 23, 1986; l-day on full, solar data only on second day cycle 
during summer of 1987 (all changes due to varying power demands of other Nimbus-7 experiments). The 
ERB parametcrs are calculated both on a regional basis (500 km x 500 km) and on a zonal basis (4.5' wide 
latitude bands circling the Earth). Daily, cyclic (6-day), monthly, and seasonal mean values of the ERB 
parameters (outgoing longwave radiation, reflected energy, albedo, and net radiation) are derived. Due to 
budgetary limits, only thc MAT mpes and the solar data (SEFDT solar only, and ESAT) are available for 
data periods after the winter of 1986/87. 
3.1 Tape Products 
3.1.1 MAT (Master Archive Tape) 
All MATS are 9-track, 6250 bpi tapes. There are 3 data days per tape. The MAT contains all the ERB 
data plus associatcd housckceping data on instrument temperatures. All data are presented as raw digitized 
readings and as calibratcd radiances and irradiances at satellite altitude. The latitude and longitude of the 
center of each pixel of Earth data are given. The MAT is the only product containing all of the scanner 
data. (The scanner failed on June 22, 1980. so there are only 20 months of scanner data.) However, the 
calibration of none of the data is optimum. Optimization of the Earth flux data is done in the SEFDT, 
MATRIX, and SRT programs by applying linear calibration adjustments to the MAT radiances and 
irradianccs. Solar data are optimizcd in the SEFDT starting from the raw counts. 
3.1.2 SEFDT (Solar and Earth Flux Data Tape) 
The SEFDT contains calibration optimized wide-field-of-view (121" unencumbered FOV) Earth 
irradiances (at satcllite altitude) and solar channel (extraterrestrial solar irradiation) data. The latitude and 
longitude of the Earth pixels are givzn. The solar channel data are restricted to the vicinity of the Sun- 
viewing period of the orbit. Both raw counts and calibrated radiances and irradiances are given. Filter 
degradation in the iiarrow spectral band solar channels has not been corrected. There is one 1600 bpi tape 
per month. Thrce WFOV calibration schemes were used to correct Earth flux data. For the first 19 
months, thc calibration was tied dircclly to the calibration of the longwave NFOV channels. Following the 
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failure of thc scanner, an interim schcmc was used during the next 41 months. From month 61 on, a final, 
optimizcd scheme was uscd. The first 5 years of WFOV data have been reprocessed using this optimized 
procedure. Data requcsls received prior to the fall of 1988 may have been filled with some of the 
preliminary data products. 
3.1.3 MATRIX (Mauued Data Matrix Tape) 
The MATRIX tape contains regional Earth radiation budget products at the top of the atmosphere. 
These include cmittcci longwave radiation, albedo, and net radiation calculations on a daily, 6-day, and 
monthly basis. l’hc MATRIX tapc also contains reflccted shortwave radiation at the satellite’s altitude. 
Separate WFOV and scanncr data arc prcscntcd on the older MATRIX tapes. The present MATRIX tapes 
contain oiily UFOV data. The scanner data have been rcprocessed and reside on the separate SAB 
MATRIX tapc (SCC Section 3.1.1 1). The Earth is divided into 2,070 fixed target areas, each approximately 
500 krii x 500 km, and rcsults arc given for each target area viewed during a specific period. Sampling 
population and olhcr slatistics are given. Day, night, and avcrage results are presented. There is one tape 
pcr month. The WFOV Earth flux data were corrcclcd, applying the same calibration algorithms used in 
the SEFDTs. 
3.1.4 SAVER (Seasonal Average Tape) 
The SAVER tape is similar to Liic MATRIX tape, but it contains 3-mOnth or seasonal averages. There 
is onc tape per 3-month pcriod. The seasons are dclined such that the winter season contains data from 
Decembcr through February, the spring season contains data from March through May, etc. For budgetary 
rcasons thcsc tapcs exist only for data years 3-7 and lor the first quarter of year 8 (December 1980 to 
February 1986). 
3.1.5 ZMT (Zonal Means Taue) 
The ZhlT conmins zonal mean data dcrived from SEFDT, MATRIX, and SAVER tapes. The target 
areas are each 4.5 degrccs of latitude wide, so there are 40 latitude zones from pole to pole. There is one 
ZMT per 6-month period. For budgetary reasons thcse tapes exist only for data years 3-7 (December 1980 
to November 1985). 
3.1.6 DELMAT (Post MAT Calibration Taue) 
After the scaniicr failure, ncw calibration adjustment algorithms were developed for the WFOV 
channels bascd on the stable total (0.2m - 50m) WFOV channels 11 and 12. The DELMAT tapes contain 
the short-tcrm calibration adjustment quantities to bc used in SEFDT and MATRIX WFOV calibration 
optimization after the scanncr failure. Thcre is one DELMAT pcr month. For each MATRIX tape there is 
a corresponding DELMAT tape. 
3.1.7 STRT (Subtarget Radiance Tape) 
A secondary purpose of thc Nimbus ERB Experiment was the collection of better data concerning the 
reflcctancc characteristics of typical Earth scenes as scen from satellite altitudes. This information is 
needed to refine satellite remote sensing capabilities for monitoring the Earth’s radiation budget and many 
other environmental paramctcrs. To this end, the Nimbus ERB scanner was designed to view a given scene 
from several different dircctions within a 2 or 3 minute time period. Each of the MATRIX 2,070 ERB 
target areas is divided into nine subtarget areas. The scanner radiances are quality-controlled, calibration- 
optimized, and sorted into subtargct arcas. In addition, the radiances are defined in terms of time, and solar 
and satellite view angles as scen from the target area. The target areas are also defined in terms of the 
following propcrties: 
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a. Topography - type of tcrrain and vegetation on a target area basis I 
b. Gcography - land, water, snow, and ice data on a subtarget area basis 
t 
c. Cloud - clmr, low, middle, and high cloud data on a subtarget area basis 
Cloud data come from the Nimbus-7 THIR scanner and are taken simultaneously with the ERB scanner 
data. There is a potential of 388 data days (November 16, 1978 to June 22, 1980), but only 272 data days 
will be included in the first archive dah sets, which cover slightly more than 1 year of data. There is one 
STRT (6250 bpi) tape per 6 data-day period. 
3.1.8 ESAT (ERB Solar Analvsis Tape) 
t 
ESAT is a summary t a p  containing a complete solar data set free of the Earth flux data and other 
information on the SEFDTs not used by the solar community. It contains calibrated orbital and daily 
averagcd solar data from thc SEFDTs and solar tapes processed at Eppley Laboratory. The solar data on 
ESAT include gamma angle, Earth-Sun distancc, channel 3 and 1OC temperatures, channel 1-10 
irradiances, cosine-corrcctcd channcl 1OC irradiancc, and solar activity indicators. One 6250 bpi tape 
contains the first 89 months of solar data. Additional data will be added on a yearly basis as they become 
available. 
3.1.9 EMST (ERB Matrix Summarv Tape) 
The EMST contains all the monthly world grid Earth radiation budget products from the MATRIX 
tapes. One 6250 bpi tape contains the first 5 years of data done with the old calibration. A second tape 
contains the better-calibrated data for years 3 through 8. In early 1989 the first tapes will be withdrawn and 
the final EMST will contain all availablc MATRIX monthly fields. Additional data will be added on a 
yearly basis as they become available. 
3.1.10 Scene Radiance TaDes (SRT) 
The SRTs are 9-track, 6250 bpi tapes that contain calibration-adjusted ERB narrow field-of-view 
(scanner) radiances sorted geographically into subtarget areas (STAs) (about 166 km x 166 km). In each 
STA the radiances are sortcd in 85 solid angle bins comprising the upward hemisphere seen at the STA. 
For storage purposes on the tape, symmetry about the principal sun plane is assumed, thus reducing the 
solid angle bins to 49 on a half orbit (ascendmg or descending node) basis. The products are 
STA bin averages and populations for longwave, shortwave, and bidirectional reflectances; mean azimuth 
and satellite zcnith angle €or the observations in each bin; and the solar zenith angle at the subtarget area. 
Thcrc arc lhrce tapes pcr month lor 13 months (May 1979 - May 1980). 
3.1.11 Sorting into AnPular Bins (SAB) MATRIX Tape 
This is a 9-track, 6250 bpi tape. It contains monthly averaged albedos, outgoing longwave radiation, 
and net radiation for thc 2,070 fixed MATRIX target areas (each about 500 km x 500 km) for 13 months, 
May 1979 - May 1980. Thc producls are constructed from the ERB scanner measurements on the SRTs by 
intcgrating (summing) thc ridianccs for each target area. Daily products are present for 4" latitude zones 
(each 4 1/2" in width). Also prcsent are the daily zonal and target area monthly averaged radiances in each 
of the 49 angular bins. 
3.2 Microfiliii Products 
All niicrofilm products have becn withdrawn from the archive. 
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SECTION 1 
LIMB INFRARED MONITOR OF THE STRATOSPHERE (LIMS) 
The Limb Infrared Monitor of the Stratosphere (LIMS) experiment has made global atmospheric 
measurements of the vertical distribution of temperature and several important trace gases involved in the 
chemistry of ozone. LIMS is one of two experiments (SAMs is the other) onboard the Nimbus-7 satellite 
that, for the first time, have provided simultaneous measurements of temperature and trace gases. Such 
measurements are needed for studics of chemical processes in the atmosphere. LIMS measured both day 
and night vertical radiance profiles for six radiometcr channels. Inversion of these radiances provided 
high-resolution vertical profiles of temperature, and of ozone, water vapor, nitric acid, and nitrogen dioxide 
mixing ratios for the stratosphere (10 km - 50 km). The temperature and ozone profiles extend through the 
lower mesosphere to 65 km for temperature and ozone. 
The LIMS operated cssentially without flaw during its entirc design lifetime of 7-1/2 months, returning 
7,000 vertical radiancc profiles a day for each of the six channels over the 64" South to 84" North latitude 
range. It has also dcmonslrated improvements in infrared detector performance and inversion algorithm 
(data reduction techniques) development, and has shown the pokntial of the Limb Emission Sounder for 
future long-term observations of minor trace gases. 
4.1 Tape Products 
4.1.1 RAT (Radiance Archival TaDe) 
The RAT contains Earth-located radiances, housekeeping information, instrument status, and data 
quality information. The radiances are calibrated but not corrected for instrument effects such as field-of- 
view, electronic delay, spacecraft motion, elc. There are 203 RAT tapes (1600 bpi), one per day of data. 
The format is described in the Nimbus Observation Processing System (NOPS) Requirement Document 
No. NG-34, LIMS Radiance Archival Taue (RAT). The data cover from October 26,1978 through May 30, 
1979, minus 15 off days. 
4.1.2 LAIPAT (Inverted Profile Archival Tape) 
The LAIPAT contains the corrcctcd radiance profiles at intcrvals from 64" South to 84" North. It also 
contains the following physical quantities as a function of pressure: temperature and ozone, water vapor, 
niuic acid, and nitrogen dioxide mixing ratio profiles. In addition, Earth-location, time, cloud top, and 
housckecping information are included. There are a total of 36 LAIPAT tapes (1600 bpi) containing from 
2 to 6 days of data each. The format description of these tapes is contained in NOPS Requirements 
Documcnt No. NG-35, LTMS Inverted Profile Archival Taue. The data cover the period from October 26, 
1978 through May 28, 1979. There are about 1,OOO reduced scans (vertical profiles each of temperature, 
ozone, water vapor, nitric acid, and nitrogen dioxide as a function of pressure) per day. 
4.1.3 LAMAT (Map Archival Tape) 
The LAMAT contains LIMS results in the form of daily global maps at 18 pressure levels (0.05,0.1, 
0.2,0.4, 0.5,0.7, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 5,7, 10, 16, 30, 50,70, and 100 mb). These maps are stored in the form of 
Fourier coefficients for each latitude zone, pressure level, and product. There are 38 latitudes spaced at 4O 
intervals from 64' South to 84" North. The coefficients are developed using an optimal-estimation Kalman 
filter technique. Thc values at synoptic times of 0000 GMT and 1200 GMT are stored on tape. Separate 
analyses using the asccnding (day) side of the orbit (Nimbus-7 followed a Sun-synchronous orbit), the 
dcscending (night) side, and combined sides are written to tape. This procedure allows diurnal variations 
to be studied. There arc nine LAMATs containing maps for 23 to 30 days each. The format description of 
these taps is contained in NOPS Requirement Document NG-52, LIMS MaD Archival Taue. Maps are 
determined for every day in the October 26, 1978 to May 28, 1979 period. 
In general, only temperature and ozone are mapped at all 18 pressure levels. The other species maps 
stop at altitudes where signal-to-noise values become inadequate for data reduction. In addition, the 
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analyses at 70 mb and 100 mb are oftcn missing at tropical latitudes, because clouds render the results 
unreliable. 
4.1.4 LASMAT (Seasonal MAT) 
This tapc contains wcekly and monthly means of the MAT data. A description of the format of this 
tapc is containcd in NOPS Rcquirements Document NG-53, LIMS Summary Map Archive Taue. 
4.2 Microfilm Products 
Thcrc arc no microfilm products for this instrument. 
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SECTION 5 
STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL MEASUREMENT I1 (SAM 11) 
The Stratosphcric Aerosol Measurement I1 (SAM 11) experiment, the first satellite experiment to 
monitor stratosphcric aerosols globally, determines the effects that such aerosols have on radiation balance 
and climate in Lhe polar regions. These aerosols, generally composed of sulphuric acid-water droplets, 
volcanic ash, and other submicron and micron particulate matter, are suspended in the stratosphere 18 km 
to 20 km above thc Earth's surface. Scientists speculale that these aerosols, interacting directly with solar 
and inrrarcd radiation, d k c t  radiation balance, climate, and heterogeneous chemistry in the stratosphere. 
The SAM I1 data have bcen instrumental in the development of a polar stratospheric aerosol 
climatology, monitoring scasonal variations and long-term changes due to volcanic intrusions. The 
frequency of polar stratosphcric cloud occurrence was discovered to be orders of magnitude greater than 
the prcviously rcportcd visual sightings of nacreous clouds and has resulted in a detailed study of their 
forniation mechanism and potential impact on polar night chemistry and climate. The delay in arrival of 
volcanic material in the polar region from eruptions at lower latitudcs has also provided key information on 
atniosphcric db rlaiiiics. 
The SAM I1 is a single-channel radiometer that measures the attenuation of solar radiation through the 
Earth's atrnospherc during spacecraft sunrise and sunsct. The spectral bandpass is centered at a wavelength 
of 1 m where the dominant extinction (absorption and scattering) of solar radiation is due to the aerosols 
suspendcd in thc atmosphere. Thus, SAM I1 providcs an altitude profile of aerosol extinction with a 
1 km vertical resolution for each sunrise/sunset event from cloud tops to approximately 35 km. The high- 
noon Sun-synchronous Nimbus-7 orbit allows SAM I1 measurements only in the polar regions from 64" S 
to 80" S latiludcs. 
Additional informalion on thc SAM 11 experiment appears in the Nimbus-7 User's Guide. Information 
on SAM I1 observations, dak? validation, and analyses can be found in the works listed in the Bibliography. 
5.1 Tape Products 
5.1.1 RDAT (Radiance D a h  Archive Tape) 
The RDAT contains thc basic radiance data for each SAM I1 sunrise or sunset event as a function of 
time and Earlh-location, Thcrc arc 12 RDATs pcr ycar, each covering a 1-month period and written on a 9- 
track, 1600 bpi inagiletic tape. 
5.1.2 BANAT (Beta Aerosol and Nuniber Densitv Archive Tape) 
The SAM 11 BANAT mpe contains altitude profiles of the aerosol coefficient of extinction, molecular 
coefficient of extinclion, and total extinction ratios, along with the corresponding error bars, for each 
sunrise/sunset event. Thcrc are 12 BANATs per year, each covering a 1-month period and written on a 9- 
track, 1600 bpi magnetic tape. 
5.2 Microfilm Products 
Thcre are no microfilm products for this instrument. 
5.3 Graphics Products 
SeIccled graphics products arc available in a series of NASA Reference Publications entitled SAM I1 
Measurcments ol the Polar Stratosphcric Aerosol. Each volume contains 6 months of weekly averages for 
aerosol extinction profiles and isopleths, temperature isopleths, and average optical depth. 
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SECTION 6 
STRATOSPHERIC AND MESOSPHERIC SOUNDER (SAMS) 
The SAMS is a 12-channel infrared radiometer containing seven pressure-modulated gas cells and six 
detcctors. It observes Uicrmal emission and solar resonance fluorescence from the atmospheric limb. 
SAMS provides data on the vertical concentrations of water vapor, nitric oxide, nitrous oxide, methane, 
and carbon monoxide in the Stratosphere and mesosphere. Resonant scattering of solar radiation by water 
vapor, carbon dioxide, carbon moaoxide, and nitric oxide is also measured. The global temperature 
profiles of the upper atmosphere are determined by SAMS channels tuned to carbon dioxide. SAMs 
mcasurenients are used to study dynamical phenomena, especially waves and stratospheric warmings, the 
atmospheric water vapor (including the production of water vapor by methane oxidation), and nitrogen 
photochemistry in the stratosphere. 
The experiment performed well for the period from December 1978 to June 1983, during which time 
over 2 million vertical profiles of temperature and composition were measured. The individual profiles 
havc becn combined into global two- and three-dimensional maps for study and comparison with 
computerized nurncrical models of the atmosphere. 
The stiltus of tcmpcrature and constituent information is as follows: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
Tcmpcraturc retrievals have been carried out for the period from December 24, 1978 to 
Junc 9, 1983 except whcn data quality was poor or when the instrument was having scan 
problcms. This information is archived at NSSDC on GRID-T tapes. 
The carbon monoxide channel signal-to-noise ratio was poor, but retrievals were carried 
out. 
Nitric oxide in the pressure modulator cell suffered from chemical contamination, resulting 
in data from this chnnncl that are of little value. 
A limited set of rctrievals has been obtained from the 2.7 micron water vapor channel and 
should provide water concentration in the 65 km to 90 km region. The information is 
liinitcd to January, April, July, and Octobcr 1979, but processing is under way to produce 
similar products for all of 1979. 
The watcr vapor rotation band is the primary water vapor channel, which should produce 
zonal means and global distributions of water from 15 km to 60 km. However, retrieved 
profiles to date have failed to satisfy validation criteria. Studies are currently being 
undertaken in an attempt to solve this problem. Preliminary processing of zonal mean 
ficlds for 1979 and 1980 has been completed and similar processing of the remainder of 
data is proceeding. These data only illustrate the qualitative behavior of the water 
distribution and will not be archived at NSSDC. 
Nitrous oxide and methane have bccn retrieved from SAMs radiances for the period from 
January 1, 1979 to December 31, 1981 and this information is archived at NSSDC on a 
singlc ZMT-G tape. 
A detailed dcscription of the SAMs experiment and calibration is given in the Nimbus-7 User’s Guide 
(Drummond et al., 1978), the Nimbus-7 SAMS User’s Guide, and in papers listed in the Bibliography. The 
refcrenccs also provide information on retrievals of temperature and composition. 
6.1 Tape Products 
6.1.1 KAT (Radiance Archive TaDe) 
The RAT contains data frame by frame along the orbit: uncalibrated and calibrated radiances, SAMS 
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housckccping information, derived tangent point pressures, relevant spacecraft attitude and orbit 
information, and retrieved temperature profiles at 2.5" intervals along the tangent track. Each tape holds 
data for 8 calcndx days, for which there are normally 6 days of data. Apart from the retrieved 
tempcraturcs, thesc mpcs arc not expected to be useful to most users. They would be necessary for any 
attempt to rc-rclrievc any of the profilcs. Such a ulsk would require extensive knowledge of spectroscopy 
and radiativc transfcr. 
The SAMs operatcd ia various modes, which were combinations of scanning height, channels enabled, 
and pressure modulator pressure. The mode normally changed within one orbit of 0000 GMT. Standby 
days, when the SAMS is not operating, which occurred every fourth day, also began and ended at this time. 
The data arc organized into "nominal days", each beginning and ending at a mode change or entry or exit 
from standby, and, thcrcfore, corrcspond to just one mode. They are normally about 24 hours long but can 
range from 8 to 36 hours. Periods longer than 36 hours in one mode are divided into approximately 24- 
hour sections, changing at 0000 GMT. A document containing a tabular listing of mode, orbit ranges, and 
special problcms for each nominal day accompanies the tapes, 
6.1.2 CRTD-T (Gridded Retrieved Temperature) 
GRID-T tapes contain two kinds of data blocks -- block type 7402 and block type 7403 (see below). 
Thc complete rctricvcd tcmpcrature data set consists of four 9-track, 6250 bpi tapes with approximately 
1 calzndar ycar of data per tape. Data coverage starts on December 24,1978 and ends June 9,1983. 
6.1.2.1 Data Block Type 7402 
Dah block typc 7402 contains retrieved tempcralures averagcd ovcr day and night at 62 pressure levels, 
spatially distributed over the Earth's surface in a grid with a resolution of 2.5" (latitude) x 10" (longitude). 
The pressure b e l s  range from 1.4 to 13.6 in In@@), every 0.2. Po is 1,000 mbar and P is the pressure in 
mbar. The latitudc rangcs lrom 50" South to 67.5" North. Zonal mean and climatological values are also 
given. 
6.1.2.2 Data Block Type 7403 
Block type 7403 conhins 2-1/2" x 10" (IatitudcAongitude) grids extending from 50" South to 67.5" 
North. Each block contains temperatures or temperature crrors averaged over day and night at 10 pressure 
levcls: 100,30, 10,3, 1,0.3,0.1,0.03,0.01, and 0.003 mbar. 
6.1.3 ZMT-G (Zonal Means Tape - Gas) 
The ZMT-G tape contains blocks of zonal mean relricved mixing ratios of methane and nitrous oxide at 
31 pressure lcvcls avcragctl ovcr 24-hour (day and night) periods. The latitude zones start at 50" South and 
increment by 2.5" up to 67.5". The methane and nitrous oxide channels cannot function simultaneously, so 
that only one will be available for any given nominal day. Thc mixing ratios as well as the mixing ratio 
errors are given starting at In(PO/P) = 3.0 every 0.2 in ln(PO/P) up to 9.0, where Po = 1013.25 mbar and 
pressure is measurcd in nibar. 
The entire mcthaiic anJ nitrous oxide dab set rcsidcs on a single 9-track, 6250 bpi tape. Data coverage 
begins January 1,1979 and cnds December 30,1981. 
6.2 Microfilm Products 
Thcre are no microfiliii products for this instrument. 
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SECTION 7 
SOLAR BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLETlTOTAL OZONE 
MAPPING SPECTROMETER (SBUV/TOMS) 
Ozone is an essential componcnt of the atmosphere of the Earth; it serves as a shield, protecting life on 
Earth from ttic liarmful effects of the ultraviolet radiation of the Sun. Ozone is also a sensitive tracer of 
atmospheric dynamics and is an important source of information for analysis of upper air motions. A 
delicate balance now exists bctween the creation and destruction of ozone in the atmosphere. For scientists 
to understand this balance -- to guard against upsetting this balance through man-made perturbations -- 
ozone concentrations and distributions are being measured and mapped. 
The Solar Backscatter Ultravioleflotal Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (SBUVflOMS) experiments 
measure the amount of ozone in the Earth’s atmosphere and map the global distribution of ozone. The 
experimcnts nieasure incident solar ultraviolet radiation and ultraviolct radiation backscattered from Earth 
and its atmosphere. The two portions of the experiment share supporting electronics. The ratio of 
backscatteed to incident radiation is uscd to infer ozone amount. The SBUV experiment measures at 12 
discrcte wavelengths and periodically makes continuous scans of wavelengths ranging between 160 nm and 
400 nm, so that the UV solar flux and Earth radiance measurements are available as a byproduct of the 
SBUV ozone mcasurement. SBUV is tlic only source of global information about the height distribution of 
ozone in the atmosphcrc. It makes nominally 1,300 measurements used to infer total ozone and the ozone 
profile along the suborbitid track each day in a 200 km field-of-view. The TOMS maps the distribution 
and transport of ozonc daily on a worldwide scale. It measures radiation at six wavelengths, scanning 
across the Nimbus-7 suborbital track, and gives 200,000 total ozone measurements daily in a 50 km field- 
of-view at nadir. TOMS is thc only source of high-resolution global information about the total ozone 
contcnt or thc atmosphere. 
Correclions for an instrumcnt change, bascd upon an analysis of the SBUV and TOMS instruments, 
have bccn applied to the data; howcver, appreciable uncertainty about the instrument behavior remains, and 
the archived data should not be used directly in trcnd detcrmination without addressing errors and 
uncertainties of instrumcn~ origin. 
Data covcrage bcgan Novembcr 1978. SBUV covcrage was continuous until February 1987. Starting 
Fcbruary 23, 1987, the fraction of measurerncnts flagged for dark current chopper out of synchronization 
incrcasd appreciably. Bccausc this problem may introduce errors into the retrieved ozone, the affected 
data are on separate tapes from thc earlier SBUV data and are distributed with a note discussing the 
problem in greater detail. As of this writing, TOMS coverage was continuous through July 1988, and 
measurements werc continuing. 
7.1 Tape Products 
7.1.1 RUT (Raw Unit TaDe) 
The RUT contains Earth-located radianccs and irradiances (uncorrcctcd/uncalibrated), housekeeping 
information, instrument status, and support data from outside sources (snow/ice, terrain height, and cloud 
inlormation). The RUT is the fundamental archival tape but is not expected to be of significant use to most 
invzstigators. 
7.1.1.1 RUT-S (RUT-SBUV) 
Thcre are 52 RUT-S tapes (9-track, 6250 bpi) pcr year for the SBUV. 
7.1.1.2 RUT-T (RUT-TOMS) 
Thcrc are 52 RUT -T tapes (9-track, 6250 bpi) per ycar for the TOMS. 
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7.1.2 HDSRUV and FIDTOMS (HiPh-Density SBUV and HiPh-Densitv TOMS) 
Thcsc two products arc the fundamental ozone data sets for the SBUV and TOMS. 
7.1.2.1 I-IDSBUV 
The HDSBUV tape contains total ozone, reflectivity, ozone mixing ratios, and layer ozone amounts 
scan by scan and orbit by orbit. The mixing ratios are given at 19 pressure levels (0.3,0.4,0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 
1.5,2.0, 3.0,4.0, 5.0,7.0, 10, 15, 20,30,40,50, 70, and 100 mbar); and the layer ozone amounts are given 
for 12 layers (0 to 0.24, 0.24 to 0.49,0.49 to 0.98, 0.98 to 1.95, 1.95 to 3.9, 3.9 to 7.8, 7.8 to 15.6, 15.6 to 
31,31 to 62,62 to 125,125 to 250, and 250 to 1,000 mbar, in matm-cm). 
It also contains measurcd radiances (calibrated and corrected) for all channels together with various 
diagnostic information about the retrievals. Therc are four HDSBUV tapes (9-track, 6250 bpi) per year, 
each covcring 13 weeks of data. This tape could be of use to an investigator who wants to know more 
about the performance of the retrieval algorithm or wants to develop algorithms, but it is expected that 
most uscrs will prcfer the CPOZ tape. 
7.1.2.2 NDTOMS 
The IIDTOMS tapc contains the total ozone, rcflcctivity, and measured radiances (calibrated and 
corrcctcd) for the TOMS channels. Data are given for each of the TOMS 35 samples, scan by scan and 
orbit by orbit. Thcre arc 18 HDTOMS tapes (9-track, 6250 bpi) per year, each containing 3 weeks of data. 
7.1.3 CPOZ (ComDressed Ozone TaDe) 
The CPOZ tape is a condensed version of the HDSBUV. It contains Earth-located total ozone, 
reflectivity, radianccs, mixing ratios at 19 levels, and ozone amounts in the same 12 layers as the 
HDSBUV. Only Uie good quality data contained in the HDSBUV have been included on the CPOZ. The 
CPOZ tape is expcctcd to be the most convenient SBUV product for investigators. There are four CPOZ 
tapes (9-track, 1600 bpi) pcr year, each covering 3 months of data. As complete CPOZ calendar years 
becomc available, thc four quarterly tapes are merged into a single yearly CPOZ. 
7.1.4 ZMT (Zonal Means Tape) 
A ZMT contains zonal ozone mcans on a daily, weekly, monthly, and quarterly basis. 
7.1.4.1 ZMT-S (Zonal Means Tapes for SBUV) 
The ZMT-S contains avcrages of total ozone and mixing ratios for the same 19 levels described under 
HDSBUV for 10" latitude zoncs centered from 80" South to 80" North. Standard deviations, maximum 
and minimum value in thc zonc, and number of samples are also given. This tape would be of interest to 
investigators who wan1 to study the spatial and temporal variations of ozone at various levels. There is 
only onc (9-1rack, 1600 bpi) tape per year for SBUV. 
7.1.4.2 ZMT-T (Zonal Means Tapes for TOMS) 
This product has bccn discontinued and removed from the archives. The data in any copies that may be 
in circulation do not rcpresent thc currcnt validated product. 
7.1.5 Matrix-T (TOMS MATRTX) 
This product has becn discontinued and removed from the archives. The data in any copies that may be 
in circulation do not represcnt the currcnt validatcd product. 
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7.1.6 GRIDTORlS (Gridded TOMS) 
The GKIDTOMS tapcs contain daily high resolution (lo latitude by 1-1/4O longitude at the equator) 
gridded lotal ozone and rcflectivity values. The data set is dcrived from the Nimbus-7 Ozone-T data set 
(HDTOMS) by sclecting and averaging only good total ozone in the ascending part of an orbit (error codes 
0 and 1). 
,411 entire year’s data arc: contained in a single 6250 bpi, 9-track tape; however, interim quarterly tapes 
arc produced to make rcccnt data available more rapidly. 
7A.7 SUNC (SDcctral Scan Solar Irradiance) Tape 
The SUNC tapes contain calibrated solar irradiancc measurements for wavelengths from 160 to 400 
nm, at 0.2 nrti irrtcrvals. Thc instrument slit function is Lriangular, with a 1.1 nm bandpass. Normally, solar 
irradiance is measurcd once a day, with three scans at the northern terminator of one orbit. For much of the 
satellite lirctime, solar irradiance was not measured one day in every four. Also, there have been periods 
during which thc solar irradiance mcasurements were made at the northern terminator of every orbit. The 
tapes conuin individual scan measwcments, orbital averages for the days on which solar irradiance was 
mcasured in more than OIIC orbit, daily 0.2 nm averages, maximum and minimum values and standard 
deviations, and daily 5 nin avcrages. Concurrent scan, orbital, daily, and 27-day average solar irradiances at 
340 nm nicasurcd by thc photornctcr also appear on the tape. The tapes are 9-uack, 6250 bpi, and each 
contains 1 year of data. 
7.1.8 EAKTII (Spectral Scan Earth Radiance) Tape 
The EARTH tapes contain calibrated Earth radianck measurements for wavelengths from 200 to 400 
nm, at 0.2 nm intervals. They also contain measurements by the photometer of the reflectivity at 340 nm. 
The instrument slit function is triangular, with a 1.1 nm bandpass. Normally, the instrument is devoted to 
continuous scan Earth radiance measurements every 24th day. The tape also contains the daily average 
spectral scan solar irradianccs on each day with Earth radiance measurements; if good quality solar 
irradiance data are not available on that day, data from the latest preceding day with good solar irradiance 
values appear. The tapcs are 9-uack, 6,250 bpi and each contains 1 year of data. 
7.1.9 SHUV Polar StereoFraphic Contours 
Each SBUV Polar Stcreographic Contours (PSC) tapc contains daily and monthly averages of global, 
synoptic analyses of the total ozone and ozone mass mixing ratio at 0.4, 1,2,5,10, and 30 mb for 1 year of 
data. 
7.2 Microfilm Products 
Microfilm products for SBUV/rOMS have been discontinued and removed from the archives. The 
data in any copies that may be in circulation do not reprcsent the current validated product. 
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SCANNING MULTICHANNEL MICROWAVE RADIOMETER 
(SMMR) 
Nearly two-thirds of the surface of the Earth consists of open or ice-covered oceans. In these regions, 
one is able to derive several geophysical parameters that are important for the understanding of global 
weather and climate from S M M R  radiances. These parameters are related to the air-sea interaction, 
atmospheric energetics, and the dynamics of the circulations of the atmosphere and the oceans. Along with 
4 years of Nimbus-5 ESMR data, the SMMR data set is the only long-term microwave data set available 
for studying climatic changes. One of the principal advantages of using S M M R  is that microwave remote 
sensing can be done globally for both day and night through non-precipitating clouds, whereas visible or 
infrared signatures of the ocean surface are difficult to detect in the presence of clouds. Over the oceans, 
one can derive the sea surface ternpcrature (SST), sea surface wind speed, and the atmospheric (column- 
integrated) water vapor content. Rainfall rate and atmospheric liquid water content can be estimated, but it 
is difficult to propcrly validate these retrievals against ground-truth data. The sea-ice parameters that can 
be determined are sea-icc concentration, sea-ice surface temperature, and multi-year ice fraction. 
Obscrvations of the SST and sea ice arc used by climatologists to determine the heat balance in the polar 
regions and to devclop and assess global climate models. In the past, S M M R  sea-ice maps have been 
providcd to the Naval Polar Oceanographic Ccnter (NPOC) on a near real-time basis. In addition to 
retrievals over ocmn arcas, SMMR retrievals over land areas have yielded precipitation rate, soil wetness, 
snow covcr propcrtics and cxtcnt, and vegetation density. 
The S M M R  instrumcnt measures microwave radiation from the Earth’s surface and the surrounding 
atmosphcre at five frequencies (6.6, 10.7, 18, 21, and 37 GHz) in both the horizontal and vertical 
polarization. The band width at each frequency is 250 MHz. These brightness temperatures are used to 
dcrive thc retrieved gcophysical quantities. This is done with physical models that describe how the 
brightness temperatures dcpend upon the geophysical pdameters. The 6.6 GHz and 10.7 GHz channels are 
the most scnsitive to surface quantities (SST and sea surface wind speed), whereas the 18,21, and 37 GHz 
channels are more scnsitive to atmospheric water vapor and liquid water content. Sea-ice parameters have 
been found using the 18 GHz and 37 GHz channels. Since the spatial resolution of the instrument is 
proportional to wavelength, the grid resolutions for SST, windspeed, water vapor, and ice parameters are 
156 km, 98 km, and 60 km, rcspectivcly. 
The Nimbus-7 spacecraft is in a Sun-synchronous polar orbit with local noon (ascending) and local 
midnight (descending) equator crossings. The S M M R  instrument is forward viewing and scans 390 km to 
either sidc of the orbital track. It is operated every other day so that it maps the entire globe every 6 days. 
A combination of oval instantaneous FOVs (fields of vicw) and the integration times of the radiometers 
yields roughly circular beam spots with the following diameters: 6.6 GHz to 148 km, 10.7 GHz to 91 km, 
18 GHz to 55 km, 21 GHz to 46 km, and 37 GHz to 27 km. The antenna beam scan lies along a conical 
surface with a 42 degree half-angle so that the distance to the surface of the Earth is constant over the scan. 
The angle of incidence at the Earth’s surface is approximately 50 degrees. 
By observing a hot and cold rcference source, the instrument is calibrated in flight. A radio frequency 
termination at the ambient temperature serves as the hot reference, and deep space, viewed by a special 
antenna horn, provides a cold reference. This two-point reference system allows for the conversion of the 
measured antenna counts to the observed radiances. Radiances are computed with a calibration equation 
from a radiometric signal from the Earth’s surface, hot and cold calibration counts, and several instrument 
temperatures in the S M M R  microwave circuitry. This calibration equation was developed using prelaunch 
calibration data. 
Therc are sevcral stcps in the calculation of radiances from FOV antenna count measurements: 
calibration, correction for polarization mixing, binning of FOV data into grids, and antenna pattern 
correction. 
Following an initial chcck out pcriod, the S M M R  has been in continuous alternate-day operation since 
Noveinkr 1978, except for a special opcration period from April 1986 to June 1986 during which data 
were collected daily but only over the polar regions. In March 1985, the 21 GHz radiometer was turned 
off; however, the steady long-term drift behavior of the 21 H channel changed in May 1983. The other 
channels have drifted a few hundredths of a degee/month over the first 7 years. 
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On July 30, 1987, the Nimbus Observation Control Center (NOCC) reported an increase in the 
amplitude of the rate measuring package (RMP-A, the "Air-Bearing" Gyro) high-resolution telemetry. A 
team was formed to investigate the problem. Initial analysis indicated that the consequences of the 
problems could be loss of the spacecraft attitude control, damage to other instruments, and/or damage to 
the Spacecraft itsclf if the problem worsened. However, before comprehensive analysis of the problem 
could be made, the sevcrity of the problem increased so quickly that it was decided to turn the S M M R  off. 
The SMMR was turned off on August 21, 1987 and turned back on starting August 25, 1987, looking 
straight forward without scanning. The instrument operated continuously every day, instead of the 2-day 
on/off cycle, until July 6, 1988, when it was turned off permanently. 
The SMhlR TAT data have been generated for all the available data with no change of data format. All 
footprint Earth locations were calculated with zero scan angle. Neither TCT nor CELL-ALL data have 
been produced since the new mode of operation started. 
8.1 Tape Products 
8.1.1 TAT (Antenna Temperature TaDe) 
TATS contain antenna counts, housekeeping data, FOV location data, spacecraft ephemeris, and attitude 
data. Each TAT contains 3 days of data on a 6250 bpi tape. TAT data are not expected to be of significant 
use to most investigators. 
8.1.2 CELL-ALL 
CELL-ALL tapes contain calibrated tcrnperaturcs binned into Earth-located cells with spatial 
resolutions of 156 km x 158 km, 97.5 km x 98.5 krn, 60 km x 60.6 km, and 30 km x 30.3 km. In addition, I 
30-scan averages of housekecping data and calibration counts are written on each tape. Each tape (1600 
bpi) conlains 3 days of data. The data on these tapes are used to derive geophysical parameters such as 
SST and sea ice concentralion. 
8.1.3 PARM-LO (Parameters of Land-Ocean. e.g., SST, Water Vapor, and Wind 
Speed) 
PARM-LO tapes contain land/ocean geophysical parameters as computed from the CELL-ALL tapes. 
These parameters are computed for Earth-located cells with spatial resolutions of 156 km, 97.5 km, and 60 
km. Each tape (1600 bpi) contains 6 days of data. 
8.1.4 PARM-SS (Parameters of Sea Ice, Snow, Ice on Land, SST, and Wind 
Speed) 
PARM-SS tapes contain sea ice/ice sheet geophysical parameters as computed from the CELL-ALL 
tape. These parameters are computed for Earth-located cells with spatial resolutions of 156 km, 97.5 km, 
and 60 hn.  Each tape (1600 bpi) contains 6 days of data. 
8.1.5 PARM-30 (Parameters of 37 GHz Channel. 30 km Resolution) 
PARM-30 tapes contain values of sea-ice concentration computed from the CELL-ALL tapes. This 
parameter is computed for 30 krn cells in the polar regions. Six days of data may fit into one or two (1600 
bpi) PARM-30 tapc(s). 
8.1.6 MAP-LO (Mapped Form of PARM-LO) 
MAP-LO tapcs contain 6-day and monthly averages of geophysical Parameters (SST, total water vapor, 
sea surfacc winds, etc.) mappcd into a Mercator projection. One tape (1600 bpi) contains approximately 1 
month of data. This product is available for the first 5 years of data. 
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8.1.7 MAP-SS (Manped Form of PARM-SS) 
M A P - S S  tapes contain 6-day and monthly averages of sea ice/ice sheet geophysical parameters 
projected on polar stercogaphic grids. One tape (1600 bpi) contains approximately 1 month of data. This 
product is available for the first 5 years of data. 
8.1.8 MAP-30 (Manped Parameters of 37 GHz Channel Data Tape) 
MAP-30 tapes contain 6-day averages of 37-GHz brightness temperatures (30 km resolution) projected 
on polar stereographic grids. One tape (1600 bpi) contains approximately 1 month of data. This product is 
available for the first 5 years of data. 
8.1.9 PARMAP (hhpped Parameters from PARM-LO and PARM-SS) 
PARMAP tapes contain 6-day averages of sea-ice parameters, SST, sea surface wind speed, and total 
water vapor on 1/2O x 1/2O latitude-longitude grid. One tape (6250 bpi) contains approximately 4 months 
of data. This product is available for years 6 and 7. 
8.1.10 TCT (Calibrated Temperature Tape) 
TCTs contain the calibratcd temperatures with the footprint spatial resolution. Each tape consists of 6 
days of data. 
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8.1.11 Half-Depree TCT Map Tape 
Half-Dcgrce TCT Map tapes contain 6-day averages (ascending and descending orbits separated) of 
TCT brightness temperatures for all channels mapped onto a 1/2O x 1 / 2 O  grid. Each tape contains 1 month 
of data. 
8.1.12 Ouarter-DePree TCT MaD TaDe 
Quarter-Degree TCT Map tapes contain 6-day averages (ascending and descending orbits separated) of 
TCT brightness ternperaturcs of 37-GHz channels mapped onto a 1/4O x 1/4" grid. Each tape contains 3 
months of data. 
8.1.13 Colorado River Basin Snow Parameter Atlas 
The Colorado River Basin Snow Parameter Atlas tape contains a gridded map of a function of the 
microwave radiances callcd the gradient ratio, which can be used to infer the spatial distribution of snow 
water equivalent in arca snowpack. The map has a spatial resolution of approximately 0.2" (latitude) by 
0.2"(longitudc) and covers the area from 32" to 46"N latitude and from 105" to 120"W longitude. Each 
map contains 6 days of daytime or nighttime data, with overlaps between the orbital swaths. Data are 
available for seven wintcrs, starting in 1978/79 and ending in 1984/85, covering the months of December 
through May for each wintcr. 
8.2 Microfilm Products 
8.2.1 MATRIX-LO (Mapped Land-Ocean Data Film) 
MATRIX-LO color film products (105 mm) are maps of 6-day and monthly averages of land/ocean 
geophysical parameters in Mcrcator projection. Each map corresponds to one 6-day or monthly average on 
the MAP-LO tape. The first 5 years of data are available. 
I 
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8.2.2 MATRIX-SS (Mapped Sea Ice and Snow and Ice on Land Data Film) 
MATRIX-SS color lilm products (105 mm) are mays of 6-day and monthly averages of sea ice/ice 
sheet geophysical paranictcrs in polar stereographic projection. Each map corresponds to one 6-day or 
monthly average on the MAP-SS tape. The first 5 years of data are available. 
8.2.3 MATRIX-30 (Mapped 37-GHz Channel Data Film) 
MATRIX-30 color lilm products (105 mm) are maps of 6-day averages of 37-GHz brightness 
tcmpcratures in polar stcreographic projection. Each map corresponds to one 6-day or monthly average on 
the b1AF'-30 tape. The first 5 ycars of data are available. 
8.3 Floppy Diskette Products 
The Colorado Rivcr Basin Snow Parameter Atlas, described in Section 8.1.13, is available on 5 1/4" 
floppy diskettes in ASCII format. 
SECTION 9 
TEMPER ATURE HUMIDITY INFRARED RADIOMETER (THIR) 
The Tcmpcrdture Humidity Infrared Radiometcr (THIR) subsystem, also flown on Nimbus-4, Nimbus- 
5, and Nin~bus-6, rneasures the radiation of the Earth and senses moisture and clouds in the atmosphere. 
The rcsulung THIR data dramatically portray clouds speeding through narrow wind currents Qet streams) 
and corivcrging in areas of iliaximum tcmperature contrast to create storms. 
The THIR is a two-channel scarining radiometer that provides data for both day and night portions of 
the Nimbas-7 orbit. The 10.5 pm to 12.5 pm (11.5 p i )  "window" channel furnishes images of cloud cover 
and tcmpcratures of the cloud tops, land, and Ocean surfaces. The 6.5 pm to 7.0 pm (6.7 p) channel 
delivers information on tlle moisture and cirrus cloud content of the upper troposphere and stratosphere, 
and thc location of jct strcanis and frontal systems. The THIR subsystem provides continuous reference 
data for use by the otiicr Nimbus-7 experiments on cloud cover and atmospheric moisture content. 
Detailed descriptions of the instrunicnt characteridcs, calibration, and data are given in the THIR Data 
User's Guide, available h m  the NSSDC. 
Starting in April 1979, a total of 6 years of continuous data have been processed to create a global cloud 
climatology data sct. This data sct was generated from THIR 11.5 pm radiances together with the 
ultraviolet reflectivity derived from the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS), climatological 
temperature lapsc rate, and concurrcnt surface temperature and snow/ice information from the Air Force 
3D-ncphanalysis (cloud) archive. The cloud data consist of total cloud amount; cloud amounts at low, 
middle, and high alutudcs; cirrus and deep convective clouds; and cloud and clear-sky radiances. 
The primary merit of the TH[R cloud data set is that because the observed radiances used for this cloud 
data arc from the same instrument during 6 continuous years, April 1979 through March 1985, it represents 
the niobt homogencous satellite-derivcd cloud data set available. 
9.1 Tape Products 
9.1.1 CLDT (Calibrated - Located Data Tape) 
The CLDT is a 9-track, 1600 bpi tape that contains radiance values for the 6.7 pm and 11.5 pm 
channels, Earth-location information, and engineering and housekeeping data. Normally, there is lf2 day 
of data on each tape. 
9.1.2 NCLE (New Clouds - ERB TaDe) 
The NCLE tape contains the amount, mean, and root-mean-square (rms) deviations of clouds observed 
in each of three altitudes (i.e., low, middle, and high) for each of the ERB subtarget areas. The 11.5 pm 
and 6.7 pm radiances and 0.37 pm reflectivities associated with the clouds are also presented. NCLE is an 
improved version of the CLE tape made using a cloud retrieval algorithm based on the TOMS UV 
reflectivity and THIR IR radiances. In contrast, cloud information on the old CLE tapes was solely based 
on the THIR IR measurcments. 
The New Clouds-ERB (NCLE) tape is a 9-track, 1600 bpi tape. Each data file contains 1 day of data. 
Each orbit of data is processed such that the THIR samples are placed into ERE% subtarget bins, each target 
being a grid of about 166 km x 166 km. After all possible THIR samples for the orbit have been 
accumulated, the subtarget area bins are written in ascending sequence. Each tape contains 1 week of data. 
9.1.3 BCLT (Clouds - TOMS Tape) 
THIR BCLT tapcs contain the same information as the THIR CLE tape, but for each TOMS 
instantaneous field of view (IFOV) instead of ERB STA. The details of content and format are described 
in the THIR Data Uscr's Guide. The new version (improved cloud estimation) of CLT is called BCLT. 
There is one tape per wcek, but the 6-year set is incomplete. The time periods available are April 1,1979 - 
March 20,1980; November 7,1982 - August 28,1983; and November 6,1983 - November 4,1984. 
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9.1.4 C-MATRIX (Cloud Matrix) 
This is a 9-uack, 6250 bpi tape. Each C-MATRIX tape contains 1 year of data generated from weekly 
NCLE tapcs. Each t?pc contains data for 119 statistical parameters. These include daily (local noon and 
local midnight) and monthly mean estimates of total, low, middle, and high altitude cloud amount, and 
window radiance, as well as othcr statistics related to the spatial and temporal variability of these 
quantities. These parametcrs are computed for the 2,070 Earth Radiation Budget (ERB) target areas, which 
completely cover the Earth, cach with an area of approximately 500 km2. Zonal, hemispheric, and global 
statistics are also includcd on the C-MATRIX tape. 
9.2 Microfilm Products 
9.2.1 World Montape 
Individual swaths of THIR data are assembled and recorded on a 241 mm film for each day in gray- 
scale fashion. Day and night data are displayed on separate films for both 6.7 pm and 11.5 pm channels. 
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SECTION 10 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR OBTAINING NIMBUS-7 DATA AND DOCUMENTS 
Researchers within the United States may obtain data and documents for all instruments except CZCS by contacting 
National Aeronautics & Space Administration 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) 
Code 633 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 
Researchers outside the United States may obtain data and documents for all instruments except CZCS by contacting 
National Aeronautics & Space Administration 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Director, World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites 
Code 630.2 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 
CZCS data may be obtained from 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
NOAA/NESDIS/NCDC 
Satellite Data Services Division (EKCGI) 
World Weather Building, Room 100 
Washington, D.C. 20233 
The NSSDC will furnish limited quantities of data to qualified domestic users without charge. The NSSDC may 
establish a nominal charge for production and dissemination if a large volume of data is requested. When ordering data 
from either NSSDC or the World Data Center, a USQ should specify why the data am needed, the subject of the work, the 
name of the organization with which the user is affiliated, and any Government conuacts under which the study may be 
supported. Each request should specify the experiment data desired, the time period of interest, plus any other information 
that would facilitate handling of the data request. 
A user requesting data on magnetic tapes should provide additional information concaning the plans for using the data, 
i.e., what computers and operating systems will be used. In this context, the NSSDC is compiling a library of routines that 
can unpack or transform the contents of many of the data sets into formats that are appropriate far the user’s computer. 
NSSDC will provide, upon request, information concemhg its senices. 
If additional information is needed, please amtact 
National Aeronautics & Space Administration 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Space Data and Computing Division 
Information Analysis Facility 
Code 636 
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 
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